
461 B.C.E.-429 B.C.E.



• Pericles extended democracy; 
most adult males had an equal 
voice.

Answers
• Golden Age of Pericles (mostly 

occurring between the Persian 
and the Peloponnesian Wars)

Essential Question
Why was the leadership of Pericles 
important to the development of Athenian 
life and Greek culture?

• Pericles had Athens rebuilt 
after destruction in the 
Persian Wars; the Parthenon 
is an example of this 
reconstruction



Contributions of Greek culture to 
Western civilization were:

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/body/hippo
cratic-oath-today.html

Essential Question
What were some important 
contributions of Greek culture?

Answers

DRAMA AESCHYLUS, 
SOPHOCLES

POETRY HOMER (Iliad & Odyssey)
HISTORY Herodotus, Thucydides
SCULPTURE Phidias
ARCHITECTURE 
(types of columns)

DORIC, IONIC, 
CORINTHIAN

SCIENCE Archimedes, Hippocrates
MATHEMATICS Euclid, Pythagoras
PHILOSOPHY Socrates, Plato, Aristotle



What did Pericles do for Athens?
Statesman that led
Athens during its 
golden age. Held 
popular support for 
32 years (461 – 428 
BCE), also known as 
the First Citizen of 
Athens.

Video on Modern Athens:
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=huIUfwUDPN4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huIUfwUDPN4


1. Strengthen Athenian 
Democracy

Increased number of paid public officials 
so not  only wealthy could part icipate

Most  democrat ic city-state in history; 
only cit izens part icipated

Direct  democracy form of government

Pericles’ had 3 goals, accomplishing 
these goals helped Athens enter into 
the Golden Age.

\

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0fivQUlC7-8
Video on Athens’ 
Democracy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fivQUlC7-8


2. Strengthen the Empire

Used money from Delian League to build 
up navy

Strong navy important  to maintaining 
empire

Maintaining colonies for t rade of grain 
and other raw materials



3. Glorify the City of Athens

Plan of Act ion
Used money to beautify Athens without  

Delian League approval

Used money to buy gold, ivory, and marble

Used money to build Parthenon (temple of 
Athena) 
ht tps:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlxPL
XWibT0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlxPLXWibT0


Greeks and Drama
Greeks - invented drama and built  1st

theaters (comedy & tragedy)

Aeschylus (525-456 BCE)

-Father of the Tragedy  

-Wrote over 80 plays, seven has survived

Sophocles (496 – 406 BCE)

-legacy, created greater opportunity for 
character development  and conflict  
between characters

-Wrote about  100 plays

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BjLrMxO4cys
Video on Greek Drama

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BjLrMxO4cys


Greek Poetry
Homer-poet during Dorian 
period, supposedly wrote Iliad 
& Odyssey

Iliad-epic poem about  
bat t les of Trojan War

Odyssey-epic poem 
about  the journey 
home of the hero 
Odysseus after the 
Trojan War



Historians
Herodotus (484-425 BCE)
• Called Father of History
• Wrote about the Persian Wars 

(lived through them)
• Used methods of investigation 

to write about history  

Thucydides (460-395 BCE)
• Wrote about the 

Peloponnesian War from 
first hand account

• Also used methods of 
investigation to recording 
history



Architecture 
Phidias (480-430 BCE)

• Famous Greek sculptor

• Designed and built the statue of Zeus 
at Olympia & Athena in the 
Parthenon



Architecture-(types of columns)

Doric-20 sides & no base 
(type in the Parthenon)

Ionic-24 sides & two 
scrolls at the top

Corinthian-24 sides & 4 
scrolls up top as well 
as two rows of leaves

-Influences architecture 
throughout the U.S. 
Ex) Washington D.C. 



Archimedes (287–212 BCE)
-mathematician & scientist
-invented compound pulley, 
catapult, concept of pi, principle of 
lever , law of hydrostatics

Science Hippocrates (460-370 BCE)

-known as the Father of Medicine

-observed pat ients symptoms & 
looked at environmental causes 

-idea of prevent ive medicine

-Hippocrat ic Oath, an oath stat ing 
the obligat ions and proper conduct 
of doctors (doctors now-a-days, take 
a more modern style oath)



Mathematics
Euclid (325-265 BCE)

-Father of geometry

-basis of high school 

instruct ion for geometry 

Pythagoras (570-495 BCE)

- Also an astronomer, 
thought earth was a round 
and revolved with other 
planets 

- Pythagorean Theorem
a2+b2=c2



Philosophers-lovers of wisdom

Socrates (469-399 BCE)
-believed absolute standards existed 
for truth and justice
-encouraged Greeks to examine their 
lives
-brought to trial for corrupting the youth of 
Athens, forced to drink poison 

-based their philosophy on 2 assumptions:
-the universe was put together in an 

orderly way, subject to unchanging 
laws
-people can understand these laws 
through logic & reason



Philosophy Continued
Plato (427-347 BCE)
-Socrates’ student thought democracy killed 
Socrates
-wrote The Republic, about the ideal 
society, thought ruling class should be 
those with most intellect
-founded “university” in Athens

Aristotle (384-322 BCE)
-Plato’s student 
-come up with the scientific 
method of investigation
-Alexander the Great’s 
teacher

Academy of Athens



Videos

15 Amazing Greek Inventions That Laid the Foundation for a Better Future

History of Democracy in 4 minutes

The Persians & Greeks: Crash Course World History #5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3mMk7gNCbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbN9kx6YHQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-mkVSasZIM
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